
We have celebrated Harmony Day this week and considered 

how we can be a college where everyone feels like they  

belong. As Principal, I want this to be an inclusive school, 

somewhere that all students feel welcomed and loved by the 

staff, their peers and ultimately by Jesus.  

I shared with our Senior School students during their Chapel 

about the example of Christ, who loves every single person 

on Earth no matter what their race, religion or sexuality. We 

watched a dramatisation of John 4:1-42 of Jesus’ interaction 

with the Samaritan woman at the well. You can watch it 

here. 

This story shows Jesus' love for the world. The fact that the 

woman at the well was of such low standing - gender, race 

and marital status - yet they talked so directly, almost as 

equal conversation partners, shows Jesus' heart for all  

people, not just some. I am struck by the statement "to be 

known is to be loved, to be loved is to be known." 

You might have heard the expression, "what would Jesus 

do?" Well when it comes to loving and accepting people the 

bible is clear, that Jesus loves and accepts all people. For  

Jesus to take the time to sit and talk to this woman at the 

well shows us that he doesn't discriminate. She is never 

named, yet her encounter with Jesus is the longest between 

Him and any other individual in the Gospel of John.  

Representing the lowest of the low — a female in a society 

where women are both demeaned and disregarded, a  

Samaritan, a race traditionally despised by Jews, and living in 

shame as a social outcast — she not only has a holy  

encounter with Christ but also receives eternal salvation. 

And her testimony convinces an entire town to believe, too. 

Harmony Day celebrates Australia's cultural diversity. It's 

about inclusiveness, respect and a sense of belonging for 

everyone. Australia has often been referred to as the "land 

of opportunities" and when people leave their homelands 

to migrate to Australia they do it with high hopes for a 

better future for themselves and their family, but at great 

cost, as they leave behind their heritage and everything that 

is familiar to them. I know that almost 10% of our students 

were born overseas and that many of our parents and 

grandparents were born overseas. We have a rich diversity 

of people in our community, not just racial background but 

neurological and sexual differences, sporting and  

performing art differences, and we are thankful for the  

opportunities this gives our students to practice curiosity 

and compassion. 

I pray that staff and students can demonstrate the same 

attitude of Christ: to love one another, so that everyone 

feels respected and a sense of belonging not just this week 

but every week throughout the year. 

Please enjoy perusing the rest of this newsletter as you 

learn more about what has been happening in ‘the Life’ of 

our College in recent weeks. 

"Dear friends, let us love one another, for love comes from 

God. Everyone who loves has been born of God and knows 

God. Whoever does not love does not know God, because 

God is love. This is how God showed his love among us: He 

sent his one and only Son into the world that we might live 

through him.” 1 John 4:7-9 

  
Mrs Naomi Wilkins     
Principal 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5y2GlmTxpkM


Ms Kirsten Philips 

Director of Wellbeing and 

Christian Education  

Christian Education 

Throughout Harmony Week at the College 

we have celebrated the diversity of culture, 

experiences and backgrounds that we have 

at our school. Mrs Wilkins reminded staff 

and students through her messages in staff 

devotions and Senior School Chapel that we 

base our attitude of inclusion and respect 

on the way in which Jesus treated people. 

Regardless of their background, the bible is 

full of stories of Jesus reaching out with 

love and acceptance to people that society 

had rejected and ignored. Jesus encouraged 

his followers to be move against culture in their response 

to those considered ‘different’ and to treat all people with 

dignity, respect and love. This value of compassionate 

inclusion is significant to us at Oran Park Anglican College 

and we aim to have all our interactions infused with  

Christ-centred care. 

Harmony Week helps us to 

focus on important ideas 

such as inclusion and  

respect for all and to reset 

our aims and commitment 

to make our school a place 

where ‘everyone belongs 

and knows they are  

welcome’. However, Jesus 

takes that profound notion 

of harmony even further. By 

trusting in Jesus and his 

death and resurrection – the 

Bible promises that we will know the deepest sense of 

peace possible. More than just a feeling of togetherness, 

the peace which Jesus offers brings about a life of deep 

and personal connection with our 

Living God. Just as the woman at the 

well was offered by Jesus a true and 

living water—we are all offered the 

gift of eternal peace and ‘harmony’ 

with God – the forgiveness of our 

sins and an eternal hope. We encour-

age you to join in with our College 

Easter celebrations of this hope and 

unity in Christ. 

Student Initiatives for Community Building 

Our newly elected  

Student Leaders (SRC 

Reps) have wonderful 

servant hearts and are 

already working hard to 

create a strong culture of 

compassion and practical 

service. They received 

their badges during  

Assembly on March 16 

and have embraced their roles with enthusiasm 

and a strong vision to help others. Their first initiative has 

been to raise funds and practical support to those affected 

by floods in our local region. They have organised a  

collection of toiletries for the homeless through the locally 

based charity ‘Shining Stars’.  

On Harmony Day, they ran a 

Bake Sale and successfully 

raised $450.00 to donate to 

‘Turning Point’. The College 

supported this donation with 

a Pantry Collection and we 

thank you for this important 

contribution.  



College News 

College Office  

The College office hours during term time at 8am to 4pm  

Monday—Friday, should you need to contact us please call our 

office on 02 4604 0000.  

You can also use the following email address:  

• General enquiries—admin@opac.nsw.edu.au  

• Absence notifications—absences@opac.nsw.edu.au  

• Covid notifications—covid@opac.nsw.edu.au  

• Student/Events enquiries—

studentservices@opac.nsw.edu.au  









This week at College is Harmony Week. Our theme is 

‘Everyone is welcome, everyone belongs’. Each morning 

when we gather as a Junior School, we have been hearing the 

thoughts of some of our year 5 and 6 students on what  

Harmony Week means for them. A common theme from all 

of them is that belonging is so important. 

In order to build a sense of belonging, children need to be in 

the process of developing their skills to work with others, 

play cooperatively, help others, have a sense of empathy, 

and be a part of a team. It is important to note that these 

skills are not automatic, they are skills that are developed 

over time through healthy routines and consistent expecta-

tions that are set in the classroom. Providing routines can 

help children understand what to do so that they can focus 

on how to do it with others. Routines such as classroom jobs, 

morning meetings, and keeping a predictable schedule can 

help children feel more confident and be more competent as 

a member of our College community. 

Research shows that feeling like you belong at school is 

linked to higher levels of student emotional and physical 

wellbeing and better academic performance and achieve-

ment. It is positively associated with optimism, self-efficacy, 

self-esteem, self-concept and sociability. It can reduce the 

likelihood of mental health problems and promote resilience 

when mental health difficulties arise.  

At College, we strive to foster belonging in many ways. As 

parents, there are also many things you can do to 

strengthen your child’s sense of belonging.  

Here are five: 

1. Find out about your child’s daily routine at College. 

Talk regularly with your child’s classroom teacher 

and ask questions about your child’s day. 

2. Support your child’s social and emotional 

skills: Create opportunities for your child to  

participate in fun experiences with other children 

and support them to include and appreciate others. 

Give your child encouragement that is specific and 

values effort over success. 

3. Talk about your child’s individual needs: Share  

ideas and information that could help teachers plan 

appropriately for your child. Let teachers know if 

your child is having difficulties. 

4. Be informed and get involved: Check for notes that 

are sent home or posted on the Edumate App and 

keep informed about activities. Don’t be afraid to 

ask if you don’t understand something. 

5. Get to know other families: Talk with other families 

in your child’s class. Look out for new families and 

help them to feel welcome. 

 



Mrs Jenny Squire 
Deputy Principal -                     
Head of Junior School  

This term we are also getting to know those teachers who 

are new to the College this year. This week we are 

‘interviewing’ Mrs Lepherd: 

 

 

 

 

 

Who do you teach?  

I teach the beautiful students in Kindergarten White. 

What is your favourite food?  

Besides chocolate, my favourite food is Chinese takeaway 

food - Specifically Mongolian Lamb with fried rice. 

“Trust in the Lord with all your heart and lean not on your 

own understanding. In all your ways acknowledge him and 

he will make your paths straight.” Proverbs 3:5-6 

Your favourite colour?  

My favourite colour is pink. 

What do you like to do after a busy day at College?  

After a busy day at school, I like to spend quality time 

with my husband and my 6 month old puppy. 

What was the first thing you noticed about our College? 

The first thing I noticed about the College is the love the 

staff have for Jesus, other staff members and their 

students. 

We have five College values. Which one resonates with 

you the most and why?  

The College value that relates to me the most is courage 

because I like to try new things.  

 



Mr Przydacz  

Wellbeing Coordinator -  

Junior School  

Stage 2 Day Camp 

On Tuesday 15 March, a very excited Stage 2 hopped on their 

buses and drove to Wedderburn Christian Campsite for their 

day camp. Although the ground was still very wet, we had 

perfect weather for the day and enjoyed the challenging  

activities and games. 

The day is designed to be like a stepping-stone to help  

students get prepared for the overnight camp that runs for 

every student in Stage 3. They become familiar with the site, 

the activities, the eating hall and the leaders, and this helps 

them to know what to expect when they finally make it to the 

Stage 3 overnight camp.  

On the day, students in 

Year 3 participated in 

initiative games that 

tied in well with our 

College values of  

courage, collaboration 

and curiosity. Students 

had to work together, 

listen to each other and 

think outside the box to solve a variety of challenging tasks. 

They also played a game called H2O skirmish and apart from 

getting wet and dirty, they had a great time working together 

in teams to capture the other team’s flag. Their third activity 

was attempting to conquer the rock wall by climbing all the 

way to the top and then abseiling back down. 

Year 4 students were 

also challenged by 

initiative games and 

again needed to  

display curiosity, 

courage and  

collaboration as they 

worked together to 

complete a range of tasks. The big highlight for Year 4 was  

doing the ‘Vertical Challenge’. This is an activity where  

students are encouraged to ‘participate by choice’. Students 

are harnessed in and try and attempt to climb as high as they 

can up a variety of equipment and obstacles including log 

poles, tyres and ropes. If they make it to the top they end up 

being about 10 metres in the air before they get lowered back 

to the ground. The third activity was BMX riding. Students 

learn the basics of BMX riding before being allowed to ride 

around the campsite’s BMX course in the bush. 

Stage 2 students and teachers had an awesome time and  

enjoyed the opportunity to connect with each other, build 

trust and step outside their comfort zones. 





Prep News 

The Prep students have been working on our “Big Idea” topic 

of learning all about “us”.  This week, to coincide with  

Harmony Day, we have been talking about our friends, about 

what makes a good friend, and how we can be a good friend 

to others.   

During Literacy time we have been discussing what makes a 

story and how we might create our own stories in our Story 

Workshop session.  We told stories about our families and 

friends and drew illustrations to accompany our stories.  An 

investigation into the numerals 1-10 is underway in Numeracy 

lessons. 

Developing our fine motor skills is a big focus throughout the 

Prep year.  We have been practising our cutting skills and 

writing our names.  

       Judith Shepard 



Year 3 

Our fabulous Year 3 students have had exciting and  

challenging adventures in our learning this term! Last 

week, we had the opportunity to attend our very first Day 

Camp. They all thoroughly enjoyed taking part in team 

building activities where they were able to develop their 

collaboration and communication skills, being challenged 

physically in a variety of activities, including the Rock Wall 

and H2O Skirmish. It was wonderful to see the students 

encourage each other, show persistence and thinking  

interdependently.  

In Literacy, we have been exploring Narrative texts and the 

creative world that can be harnessed with our  

imaginations! Year 3 have investigated how to incorporate 

descriptive language into stories to build narratives, using 

what they have been taught about characterisation and in 

developing a setting. Students have also engaged in using 

the Bump-it-Up Wall to gain an understanding of what 

makes a good, better and great narrative, as well as  

develop reflective learning dispositions in the classroom. 

We look forward to expanding our repertoire in Writing, as 

we rapidly approach our new unit on Persuasive Texts! 

Year 3 have hit the ground running in Mathematics classes. 

We have worked through Whole Number, Patterns and  

Algebra and have finished a unit of work on Addition and  

Subtraction. The students are now enjoying using hands on 

manipulatives and learning strategies to explore the world of 

multiplication and division. They have been able to show their 

understanding of how to solve different number problems 

involving these operations in a number of ways.  

Keep working hard Year 3! 

 Mrs Watkins, Mrs Smith, Miss Lee and Mrs Dransfield 



Learning in Focus 

We are safe, We are respectful, We are learners 

I asked some Stage 2 students about what they’re learning 

and what makes them good learners. 

 

 

 

 

 

Mrs Cavanagh: What have you been learning about lately? 

“This year I’ve learnt all about sizzling story 

starters, vertical algorithms, how to spell big 

words and how to help others. I learnt at camp 

that I’m braver than I thought I was because I 

climbed higher on the vertical challenge than I 

thought I would. It looked easy, but it was  

challenging because the horizontal logs kept 

wobbling! I didn’t give up, I hung from the rope, 

stepped on the wire, and pulled myself up onto 

the logs. I learnt next time I go to camp I need to 

wear long pants, so I don’t get mozzie bites!” 

Anthony Zhang 4B 

“I learn new things everyday because we’re  

supposed to learn at school! Today we were  

taking photos and Kayla got stuck on the  

monkey bars. Miss Lee helped her down. At 

camp on Tuesday my friend Natalia was stuck on 

the rock wall. Miss Lee needed to help her to get 

to the top to touch the red rock and get her back 

down again. We need others to help us learn 

new things. Miss Lee helps us all a lot!”  

Luke Thomas 3R 

“Today we were doing Science and we learnt 

some new words – hypothesis, variables, fair 

test. We did an experiment using a balloon and 

confetti. We were measuring how far the  

confetti went when the balloon was popped. The 

furthest measurement was 4 metres and 15  

centimetres. The results weren’t what we 

thought they would be!”  

Hayley Kovacevic & Gurmehar Dhanoa 3/4W 

Mrs Cavanagh: What makes you a good learner? 

“I think about what we might learn. I practice a 

lot. When I have an answer to a question, even if 

it might not be right, I don’t hesitate to give an 

answer because I want to see if I’m thinking cor-

rectly.”  

Anthony Zhang 4B 

“When I can’t do something, I need to keep on 

practising. I also need to trust the people that 

are helping me.”  

Luke Thomas 3R 

“To learn something new you need to listen  

carefully to the teacher. You also have to follow 

the procedure. Good learners ask questions 

about the topic to know more and try hard 

things, even if you get an F on a big test. Good 

learners practice so they get better and learn 

new things.”  

Hayley Kovacevic & Gurmehar Dhanoa 3/4W  

Mrs Cavanagh Head of Learning Innovation – Junior School 



Learning Enrichment 

Good news! The Prep – Year 6 Photography Competition 

has been extended! Please see flier below for details and 

encourage your child to enter. Entries need to be  

submitted by Monday 4 April (Week 10). 

Learning Enrichment in the Junior School has taken on 

many shapes and forms. Our lunchtime groups are well 

established now and many students are enjoying  

opportunities to learn new skills. In the classroom, it has 

been delightful to see Year 3 being challenged in their 

mathematical thinking this term, through participating in 

quick recall of multiplication and division facts,  

enquiry-based problem solving tasks and hands-on  

learning activities. Year 6 have been working on  

including rich, descriptive language in their writing and 

have produced some wonderful literary pieces. Year 5 

have applied their understanding of the colour wheel 

and enjoyed free expression in their artworks based on 

Fauvism, using bright, bold unrealistic colour  

combinations. Next term we look forward to more  

opportunity for students to engage in activities that  

extend their thinking skills in Creative Arts, Mathematics, 

Science and Writing, both in the classroom and during 

lunchtime groups.  

If you have any queries, please contact Mrs Cathy Grant 

| cgrant@opac.nsw.edu.au  

mailto:cgrant@opac.nsw.edu.au




Mr Barber 

Junior School Sports Coordinator   

IPSSO 

Unfortunately, IPSSO games were called off in Week 7 due 

to grounds being closed. Teams were able to train with their 

coaches though, which will hopefully see them ready to play 

again next week. The teams continued to train in Week 8, as 

we had a bye.  

The teams are ready and raring to play next week! We pray 

that the sun continues to shine so that we can get our  

second game of the season underway! 

3-6 College Sport 

It was great to get outside again in Week 7, as we did  

College Sport for the first time in four weeks!  

Stage 3 enjoyed four rotations in their house groups that 

included games to do with various cricket skills. Stage 2  

participated in four rotations in their house groups focusing 

on Oz Tag skills.  

In Week 8, the Stages swapped sports, with Stage 3  

participating in Oz Tag related activities and Stage 2  

participating in cricket related activities.  

K-2 College Sport 

Kindergarten enjoyed playing some games with their class.  

Year 1 continued learning cricket and Oz Tag skills as they 

completed rotations in their class groups.  

Year 2 enjoyed returning to Swimming lessons. 

Upcoming Events (Weeks 9 and 10) 

Week 9 

Tuesday (29/3): 

• Junior School Athletics Carnival at Campbelltown  

Athletics Centre. Students to be dropped at the College 

by 8.20 to catch the bus or dropped at the athletics  

centre by 8.55. 

Wednesday (30/3): 

• IPSSO training at 7.45 am for all students selected in an 

IPSSO team. Please let your child’s coach know if you 

cannot attend training. 

• IPSSO games vs. Wollondilly Anglican College.  

Unfortunately, the IPSSO committee has decided that 

spectators are not permitted at any IPSSO games in 

Term 1 as a COVID precaution. The College will alert  

parents if this changes. 

Thursday (17/3): 

• Year 2 Swimming Program (during usual sport 

time). This is the final week of the swimming program. 

Week 10 

Wednesday (6/4): 

• IPSSO training at 7.45 am. 

• IPSSO games vs Mount Annan Christian College. 

• House Cup during College Sport. 



 

My mother was a Nazi… according to some of the students at 

her school. After immigrating to Australia from Germany in the 

late 1950s, she attended Kiama High School with limited  

English and a thick German accent. The trauma and propaganda 

of World War II still echoed loudly in the minds of the Australian 

public and as such, my mother then became the target of the 

residual fear and anger, being labelled “Nazi”. Now, nearly 80 

years old, the anguish associated with such mistreatment still 

sits with her, slightly dulled by time but still present and  

saddening. It seems that such cruelty is often the result of  

ignorance – and in response school and home both have a  

crucial role to play in educating and reducing such ignorance. 

Harmony Week at Oran Park Anglican College has been the  

antithesis of such experience, instead promoting acceptance, 

inclusion and love. The overarching message in Chapel reflected 

the gospel teaching, that every person is valued and loved. It is 

a uniquely Christian idea to say that God’s love extends beyond 

the limits of race and nation. The following biblical verses  

resonate in such a way: 

So Peter opened his mouth and said: “Truly I understand that 

God shows no partiality, but in every nation anyone who fears 

him and does what is right is acceptable to him. Acts 10:34 

And in John 14:21, “Whoever has my commandments and keeps 

them, he it is who loves me. And he who loves me will be loved 

by my Father, and I will love him and manifest myself to him.”  

In his recent book ‘Australia Reimagined: Towards a more  

Compassionate, Less Anxious Society’, social researcher Hugh 

Mackay makes the key assertion, “Moral muscle is formed by 

developing the art of compassion, respect and tolerance  

towards those who are quite unlike us, including those we don’t 

like much. And that’s the kind of muscle we need if we are to 

build communities that are both diverse and cohesive.” Surely 

for our school, being a diverse and cohesive community is at the 

heart of the gift we can offer to God’s world around us. 

We recently held our SRC commissioning assembly, with each 

member asked to say and commit to the following: 

I agree to uphold the vision of Oran Park Anglican College: To 

be a vibrant learning community that impacts every member 

for Jesus through life-changing, caring and quality Christian 

Education. I agree to seek to live out our Christ-shaped values 

of courage, curiosity, craftsmanship, collaboration and compas-

sion in all areas of College life. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It was wonderful to see the students excited by the leadership 

role and inspired to make a positive difference.  

The College was also encouraged to reflect upon the message 

in the Westpac commercial from a few years ago https://

www.youtube.com/watch?v=opFpb5UOJgA. The commercial 

highlighted the choices the moustached man made in his life: 

He stopped and helped someone who had fallen in the street, 

he pulled over the car to help run down a horse that had  

escaped, he could have scored a try but instead passed the ball 

to a mate to score and rescued a child in the middle of a  

windstorm. He was remembered for these choices – not for 

having a great car or wealth or even a 99 ranked ATAR - rather 

for being selfless, compassionate and loving. This provided an 

example of the heart and character we want to develop in all 

our students. 

God bless, 

Steve Owen 

Deputy Principal - 

Head of Senior School 

https://www.panmacmillan.com.au/9781743534823/
https://www.panmacmillan.com.au/9781743534823/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=opFpb5UOJgA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=opFpb5UOJgA


Our ensemble students did a terrific job at Open Day on  

Saturday 5 March. We are proud not only of their willingness 

but also their enthusiasm to come in on a Saturday to serve 

the school and the local community. As a local resident, I am 

grateful to God for the College’s strong presence in  

southwest Sydney. 

Post Open Day students continue their weekly rehearsals, 

tutorials and private lessons. The Concert Band is busy  

preparing for their first Senior Assembly performance in 

Week 9. They will be performing the Chorale from Holst’s 

Jupiter.  

If your student plays an instrument and isn’t involved in an 

ensemble, may I encourage you to get in touch so we can 

make a plan to best support your child’s musical  

development. We are committed to including everyone in 

our growing program. 

We know that playing an instrument is both a blessing and a 

joy. It’s also an excellent way to improve engagement and 

attention. I have always believed in the importance of  

finishing school with a talent.  

       Tim Chavura 



A Handful of HSIE  

Year 9 

Year 9 History students have been representing former 

colonies of the British Empire before the House of  

Commons, sharing of the exploitative practices inflicted 

upon the local population.  

Students analysed the distribution of wealth from  

Britain’s colonies to it’s imperial centre, as merchants 

grew wealthier at the expense of native citizens.  

Year 10 

Year 10 History have been studying Operation Barbarossa 

as part of the unit Australians at War.  

Students were asked to design replicas of the Russian 

trenches that fortified the city of Stalingrad upon the  

German advance into the city in 1943.  



Year 7 HSIE 

How can we gain accurate knowledge about the past?  

What will remain for future generations to explore about 

us?  

What do archaeologists do? Why was Indiana Jones so 

cool? 

These are just a few questions that Year 7 have been  

exploring in History as they have studied the skills and  

techniques used by historians as they uncover the past. 

Year 7 participated in their own archaeological dig as the 

covered walkway of the D block was turned into a dig site 

and they were tasked with exploring clay blocks in search of 

clues and remains. They developed new techniques of 

smashing the solid clay pieces and discovered that plastic 

toys are highly durable objects. They worked collaboratively 

to uncover clues and draw conclusions based on their  

discoveries.  

Although not as mysterious as their work on the hidden bog 

bodies of the Tollund and Otzi Man – Year 7 found some 

intriguing pieces of broken toys, plastic and electrical  

objects. They also found that the process required  

patience, a clear method and the ability to clean up the 

work area produced better outcomes. 



Science Matters 

Students in Year 9 Science explored the Nuclear Power  

debate by watching an episode of Under Investigation that 

aired Wednesday 9 March.  The students took part in a 

Thinking Routine called “Circle of Viewpoints” 

The Circle of Viewpoints routine asks learners to look at an 

important topic or issue from different perspectives.  

Students were asked to consider the viewpoints of the 

different people around the table on the episode. Each  

person had a different perspective on the use of Nuclear 

Power to generate the energy we need for the future. Here 

are some of our students’ thinking:  

 

I am thinking of Nuclear Power from the point of view of 

an anti-nuclear activist.  I think that nuclear power is  

dangerous, and I don’t believe the UN consensus. A  

concern I have is that people are getting sick by being 

exposed to nuclear radiation. 

Year 9 Science Thinking Routines and Visit 

to ANSTO 

I am thinking of Nuclear Power from the point of view of a 

nuclear scientist. I think that nuclear power should be part 

of the plan for the future because it is safe and efficient. A 

concern I have is that people are scared of nuclear power. 

I am thinking of Nuclear Power from the point of view of 

an environmental scientist.  I think that solar and wind 

power are better than nuclear power. A concern I have is 

that nuclear power produces toxic waste. 

I am thinking of Nuclear Power from the point of view of a 

student.  I think that nuclear power is better than coal  

because it doesn’t produce carbon dioxide. A concern I 

have is that there could be a meltdown near one of our 

cities. 

Students practiced the Habit of 

Thinking Flexibly while they 

considered different points of 

view.  

You can watch the episode of Under Investigation here:  

https://www.9now.com.au/under-investigation/season-3/episode-5 

https://www.9now.com.au/under-investigation/season-3/episode-5


Students then visited the nuclear reactor at Lucas Heights last 

week. First, students were able to explore different types of 

radiation, isotopes, atomic structure and half life at the  

discovery centre.  

Then, we went on a tour of the ANSTO site. We learned 

that all of the equipment in the Centre for Nuclear  

scattering has the name of an Australian animal. The 

WOMBAT machine has been used to find out the  

composition of astronomical objects, like the moons of 

Jupiter. Thanks to WOMBAT, we know it is composed of 

sulfuric acid.  We also learnt about DINGO, which is used 

to look inside rocks to see if there are any fossils. DINGO 

has also been used to look inside Egyptian mummies. A 

great example of the connection between subjects as 

historians can learn a lot about the past by using nuclear 

science!  

Finally, a highlight for the students, was meeting Joanne 

Lackenby who works at ANSTO and was on the episode of 

Under Investigations. Students were able to ask her  

questions and she was kind enough to sign autographs and 

pose for photos!  

We had a wonderful day, and Dr Lackenby said she hopes 

that our students will become the scientists of the future and 

make change for the better! Who knows, maybe one of our 

Oran Park Anglican College students will invent a new,  

innovative nuclear reactor to provide us with clean and safe 

energy!  

     By Nicole Thorson 



The Phenomena that is PDHPE 

Year 11 PDHPE 

Recently, Year 11 PDHPE have 

started Core 1 – Better health 

for individuals. This unit looks 

at the meanings of health, the 

different values people place 

on health and the different 

dimensions that can affect a 

person’s health.  

One activity that students have been creating is an infographic 

profile of health behaviours of young people. Students have 

been able to reflect on their health: the behaviours that are 

positive and the behaviours that they could change to improve 

their health!  

Year 8 PDHPE 

This term, Year 8 have been investigating movement  

composition and how to incorporate sporting movements 

into different movement compositions. Within groups, 

students were to create and compose movements to  

music. This encourages collaboration and creativity 

among the students. 
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Year 10 are examining personal wars that  

characters in a variety of contexts experience. 

Particularly, we are looking at the ways we can 

respond to our own hardships and challenges.  

Students are also using their ‘critical thinking 

caps’ to develop their empathetic thinking. We 

challenged our own perceptions of the ways 

different people experience personal hardships 

and brainstormed ways we could challenge the 

status quo and appreciate the diversity within 

our classroom and our broader world.  

Empathetic thinking links more broadly to the 

College’s ‘Harmony Week’, where we have  

considered how personal wars allow us to  

flourish and promote acceptance, diversity and 

growth.  

Students will now apply their learning of  

personal wars to conceptual writing, exploring 

concepts such as ‘injustice’ and ‘freedom’ within 

enduring literary texts. 

Sub-Editor: J. Little  

Print assistant: J. Soane  

Year 10 Explore Personal Wars  
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PEER SUPPORT 

During Term 1 and 2, students will be involved in the Peer  

Support Program. Each session, groups of 6-8 Year 7  

students will meet with two Peer Leaders from Year 10 and 

work through a range of activities that focus on building 

connections and addressing a range of behaviours including 

the prevention of bullying. Meeting in small groups allows 

meaningful connections to form, assisting students with the 

transition to secondary school. Over this time students will 

acknowledge their strengths and learn skills to build  

resilience, identify how to develop, maintain and repair 

friendships, develop understanding of a range of behaviours 

including bullying and learn strategies in order to respond 

appropriately in a variety of situations. 

Peer Support utilises a strengths based approach to build 

social and emotional skills for adolescent development. This 

week, students had the opportunity to explore the positive 

elements in their lives through identifying their strengths, 

achievements and also the people who support them, a 

session that is intended to provide a strong sense of  

purpose and affirmation.  



Duke of Edinburgh Spotlight  

DOE Spotlight  

Adventurous Journey News 

Our upcoming Oran Park Anglican College Silver hike is 

scheduled to go ahead on from Monday 4 to Wednesday 6 

April, 2022 in Week 10.  

All participants should be attending preparatory meetings 

on Thursday lunches with Mrs Chow and have been 

emailed permission notes and packing lists to start  

shopping for. We look forward to hearing the stories when 

this adventurous group return from the Great North Walk! 

Spotlight 

The Duke of Ed Program has gotten off to a strong start in 

Term 1, with many Bronze participants actively beginning 

their activities and logging their hours. 

This week our spotlight is on Lara Faddy from Year 9, who 

has designed an Award plan around her existing  

passions and has been able to use her enjoyment of and 

participation in netball for both skill and service. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What inspired you to take up the challenge of the Bronze 

DOE? 

I’ve heard so many great things about the Bronze 

DOE program. Some of my friends who completed 

their bronze award last year said it was a great 

challenge, and they really inspired me to be a part 

of the Bronze DOE award. It's such a great  

opportunity to help out the community and meet 

new people, something that I couldn’t miss the  

opportunity to do. 

What activity are you doing for physical recreation and 

what is your goal? 

For my physical recreation, also my major, I’m 

doing swimming.  I’m a part of a squad and I train 

2-3 times a week. My goal for swimming is to not 

only increase my times, but increase my  

endurance. Swimming for an hour is quite  

exhausting, so I’m trying to increase my  

endurance so I can swim for longer, whilst  

maintaining a strong pace. To do this, I can work 

on my breathing techniques since I feel like I’m 

always running out of air! 

What activity are you doing for skill and what do you  

enjoy the most about it? 

I’m doing netball umpiring for my skill. I’ve been 

umpiring since I was 11, and every season I look 

forward to umpiring more games each day. Even 

though the season hasn’t started yet, I’m eager to 

get back out on court and manage games. I like 

that I can use my loud voice and be a bit bossy to 

ensure that games run smoothly.  

What activity are you doing for service and what made 

you choose that? 

For my service, Charlise and I will be running the 

NetSetGo program for our local netball club. I  

remember when I was 6 doing NetSetGo and it’s 

what developed my passion for netball. I want to 

provide the same opportunities for younger kids 

now and do my best to coach and teach them to 

play netball just like I did many years ago.  



Mrs Chow 

Careers Column 

Work Experience 

Oran Park Anglican College’s Work Experience Program is 

one week in duration and is geared towards providing Year 

10 & 11 Students with a ‘taste’ of what the workforce and 

the recruitment process comprise. It is specifically aimed at 

students:  

• Obtaining first-hand knowledge of what a specific 

role and industry involve, thus informing the career 

planning process; 

• Refining your thinking, through practical experience, 

of the capabilities, skills and knowledge required to 

be successful in the workforce, and as part of this 

identifying their personal strengths and areas of  

development; 

• Developing the skills and know-how to successfully 

obtain and commence a new role;  

• Building confidence in communicating effectively and 

professionally with adults and peers in a work context 

By completing work experience, students will: 

• learn, develop and apply knowledge and skills  

relevant to the workplace; 

• gain knowledge of employers’ expectations; 

• make contacts with employers;  

• further your thinking in career planning. 

All students in Year 10 have had a short presentation on 

what the work experience program entails and can opt-in 

to seek a placement during any of the Term 1, 2 or 3  

holiday periods, alongside Year 11 students who would 

have received relevant information last year and are keen 

to pursue the opportunity this year.  

The necessary paperwork has been emailed to students 

and parents in Year 10 this year and is also available on the 

Canvas course: “Careers2022”, which can be accessed at 

any time.  

We look forward to hearing from many students about the great 

placements they have and the experiences that will shape their 

future career planning and goals. 



JUNIOR SCHOOL 

Mrs Clisdell  

Head of PDHPE Senior School   

MISA Secondary Sport 2022 

Even though this term has been very disruptive, our teams 

are still going well!  

Round 4 winners were: 

7-9 Boys Volleyball (2-1) 

7-9 Girls Volleyball (3-0) 

7-9 Girls Indoor Cricket (66-34) 

10-12 Girls Basketball (16-6) 

Round 5 winners were: 

7-9 Girls Indoor Cricket (75-31) 

7-9 Girls Hockey (4-0) 

Please remember to attend 

training for your MISA sport – if 

you are unable to attend, please 

speak to your coach. This is an 

excellent skill to learn! MISA 

training is such an important part 

of our Oran Park Anglican College 

culture and the longing to devel-

op craftsmanship within their 

MISA team!  

CSSA Secondary Swimming Carnival 

The CSSA Secondary Swimming Carnival was on Thursday, 

17 March. This was a fantastic day and our students  

represented us well! After all the rain, we had a beautiful 

day! The CSSA State Carnival is on Tuesday 29 March. If 

you have been selected to represent the College at the 

CSSA State carnival, you will have been notified.  

CIS Football Cup 

What a great game of football! This was our first year 

in CIS Football cup – a knockout competition among 

schools throughout NSW. Oran Park Anglican College 

finally got to play their first-round match against  

Penrith Anglican College. It was a really tough game 

and was very hot! We had some cracker shots at goal, 

however, after the final whistle it was still 0-0.  

Unfortunately, Oran Park Anglican College went down 

in a penalty shoot-out! Well done boys – you showed 

courage, compassion and craftsmanship! You did the 

College proud!  




